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Swansea Swift Project first meeting – minutes – 23/03/2022
Attendees (12)
Mark Barber (MB)
Chris Low (CL)
PC Melanie Bowden (SWP) (PCMB)
Gill Lewis (Local WT group) (GL)
David Lewis (DL)
Peter Jones (Councillor) (PJ)
Owain Gabb (GOS) (OG)
Alexa on behalf of Gavin Thomas (GT)
Jasmine Weedon (MCC) (JW)
Emma Cole (Swansea Uni Researcher)
(EC)
Ben Sampson
(Swansea Uni Biodiversity Officer) (BS)
Alan Seago (GOS) (AS)

Apologies (13)
Sally RSPCA Llys Nini
Rachel Carter
Di Clark
Kate McCabe
Niall Reynolds
Helen Grey
Josh Greatorex-Davies
Hamish Osborn
Andrew Hart
Peter Holt
Mike Colwill
Hannah Rödde
Deb Sazer
Judith Oakley
Deb Hill

MB – Thanked everyone for coming and filling out the online form. Quick round the table introductions. Note –
Teams has already removed comments from chat so may have missed a few points in there.
Three main points:
1. Is there enough volunteer interest to set up a fully-fledged volunteer/community led swift group/project?
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MB – need to confirm who is keen to proactively undertake actions and arrange surveys. These 12 people said
they would be willing to help organise and run the project on the online form - Hamish Osborn, Emma-Louise
Cole, Alan Seago, Dan Rouse, Josh Greatorex-Davies, David and Gill Lewis, Denise Lindsay, Benjamin Bonham,
Mike Colwill, Peter Jones, Jasmine Weedon, and Jeff Evans.
OG – will confirm with Gower Ornithological Society (GOS) committee if they will be official partners in project,
seems likely. Can get a page on GOS website.
JW - Environmental Engagement Officer, Mumbles Community Council – happy to help in her area Jasmine.Weedon@mumbles.gov.uk
BS - suggested a WhatsApp group like Swansea Amphibian and Reptile Group, works well.
2. More swift nest boxes / bricks (+swift caller systems) up
MB – swift-conservation.org , Action for Swifts ( http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com) , and RSPB have
suggested we need 5000 nesting opportunities for a long term functional swift population in Swansea.
Ideally these would host 2000 pairs of swifts to take our share of a future increasing healthy UK population,
we don’t know how many we have now. See appendix / external advice for details of placement of
boxes/bricks.
MB - The planning system does require swift bricks in new builds, but we need more. If you see any
scaffolding, building works, new roofs being installed – ask them to put bricks in or at least boxes

OG - bricks should be better conditioned in planning apps.
PJ – Andrea Lewis – housing – will be made aware of project – make Swansea a swift city? Need for more
swift bricks in new builds - could this be a council policy? Each school should now have a designated person
for nature – useful contacts.
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MB – Council has bought 100 John Stimpson UPVC/Plywood Heat and Rain resistant Model 30s
J.stimpson1@btopenworld.com and 25 electronic swift attracting call system - gfell01@hotmail.com .
Hoping to put out sets of 4 boxes with one calling devices on public buildings, including police stations,
Swansea Uni, etc. As many boxes by end of April before swifts arrive, help needed! In the future if we can
get more boxes we could set up a community group swift next box application system.

BS – Swift bricks at bay campus, need caller system advice. Keen for bricks/boxes on Singleton campus
?? – contact coastal housing
MB – Pobl - Kate McCabe happy to help with their houses
PCMB – hoping for boxes on Clydach police property
MB – Installation is challenging as bricks / boxes need to be 5m high. Ask for favours from cherry picker and
trained ladder employees.
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3. Surveying / monitoring

MB – who is willing to organise surveys that others / the public can attend? Can someone analyse all the
swift data to direct our efforts? See end of appendix for youtube video training from Edinburgh and Oxford
MB - swiftmapper.org.uk – Looks like the records are collected without the recorders name so cant go to the
local record centre and be used in planning, not ideal.

MB - Might be better to use LERC app (iRecord):
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EC – some people use birdtrack to submit sightings.
JW – 30 potential volunteers + has connections to Swansea Uni student conservation / eco group. Happy to
try and arrange surveys in each mumbles ward, connect to ward councillors. Suggested linking with bat
surveys – MB – yep can stop swifts at dusk and start bats.
OG – offered to run training / surveys around mumbles
GL – lives in mumbles, happy to help
OG – Useful to have letter explaining we are part of a swift survey RE: binocs looking up at peoples houses!
MB - has oxford swift city example letter
PCMB - if undertaking a dusk swift survey consider calling 101 to let police know in case anyone calls in
MB – Where to survey? Not sure. Bricks/ boxes from planning apps list (compiled by Judith Oakley)? Your
local patch? Verify old records? Areas with no records? Systematic 1km OS squares – all streets and public
rights of way?
OG – Suggested terraced houses in Brynmill and Sandfields as a good start
MB - When to survey?, start 2 hrs before dusk, can continue until 30 mins after. dawns are good too but less
appealing to most! Dry, still conditions. Early to mid July most important, most birds.
MB - Welcome back the swifts event? Swift Awareness Week - 2nd - 10th July 2022
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1 – comments from online form
Appendix 2 - Article for Gower Society – anyone is welcome to use text
Appendix 3 - Cardiff swift project maps
Appendix 4 - Oxford swift city data analysis map examples
Appendix 5 - Oxford Swift Survey 2021 Survey Methodology
Appendix 6 - Swift youtube education / training videos

Appendix 1 – comments from online form
Any support or ideas for people/businesses that might be able to help install swift boxes
(access to cherry pickers or trained ladder workers)?

Kate

Helen

Hamish
EmmaLouise
Alan

Dan

McCabe

Pobl is the largest registered social landlord in South Wales, we are due to be installing solar
panels on 644 homes in Penderi which will mean all properties will have scaffolding on at some
point

Grey

Could the council provide some resource for this, even just one day to install on their own
buildings (ref nature emergency declaration) to set an example to other public service orgs.
Also, fire service?

Osborn

1, Get Public Service Board support to work with the public sector estate in Swansea (health
board, DVLA, Etc) 2. Involve some tourist sites (caravan sites, etc) 3. Get planning authority
involved and putting swift mitigation in as planning conditions.

Cole

Swansea University, estates management

Seago

My roofer is a bit of a bird watcher. Use Swansea council cherry pickers? Local builders who
would volunteer. Roof/gutter cleaners. Drop them Emails seeking volunteers

Rouse

Trained ladder workers on the team. Have installed 20 boxes at the Botanic Gardens last year
with 15 now in use. Experienced conservation worker with Tadorna (my business) currently
working on conservation work around Gower and Swansea!
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Josh
Chris
David
and Gill
Karen
Denise
David
Deborah
Phil
Andrew
Ros
Chris
Gavin
Benjamin
Peter
robin

Ben

Greatorex- Swansea University may have access to some of these through their links with industrial
Davies
partners and building contractors.
Ues the councils street light team if they still have them, also arboriculturists would have the
Jones
equipment.
Lewis
Ward
Lindsay
Hills
Sazer
John
Hart
Bromwich
Low
Thomas
Bonham
Holt
bonham

None known
Okay
Not off hand
None
no
no i don't know anybody
NA
Window cleaners? Tree surgeons?
Window cleaners Scaffolders tree surgeons
Not sure
Yes, a painting/decoration company
none?
Mumbles Community Council Mumbles Community Association

Sampson

Swansea University (we have installed several in new buildings at the Bay Campus, but would
be good to retrofit at Singleton) It would be good to fit an all schools with suitable buildings
too.
I am the Zoo & Education manager at Plantasia (Swansea) and we would be keen to assist in
any way possible. At this stage my initial thought would be to offer us as a venue for future
meetings. I would also be interested in looking at our building as a potential site for nest boxes.
We are in partnership with Admiral and have access to a pool of potential volunteers through
this relationship, and we also link with primary schools and local charity projects - should this
be helpful.
Virgin annually visit Llys Nini for corporate away days and we ask the ladder trained engineers
to sort out our guttering and bird boxes - they may help?
Not at present.

Mike

Colwill

Sally
Peter

Hyman
Jones

Rhian

Evans

Niall
Aaron
Jasmine

Reynolds
Davies
Weedon

I haven't enough expertise, equipment or knowledge to help in this area
Have Swift boxes erected on house if people want to see installed boxes. And I have contact
with good manufacturer of swift nest boxes,
N/A
None

Diana
Rob
Harry
Rachel

Clark
Edwards
Mount
Carter

I think the council use Nationwide contractors for stuff like this - I'm due out on site next week
to inspect a bridge from a cherry picker provided by them. So I guess there is an internal
framework with them already?
Not at present
No, but I would like to install swift boxes on my own house
N

Hannah

Rodde

What about builders doing work on houses in the area. We are converting our loft now, so we
could ask our builder to put one up before the scaffolding comes down for eg?

Kate
Simon
Louise
jeff

Jenkins
Dymond
Tew
evans

BT Openreach have trained ladderworkers who carry out all pole satefty checks and cable
connections. Also fire service both full time and volunteer firefighters.
Can provide transport
wildlife crime officers points of contact within south wales police
unfortunately not
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Appendix 2 - Article for Gower Society – anyone is welcome to use text
In the 2021 Birds of Conservation Concern Report, Swifts moved from the amber to the IUCN red list, owing
to an alarming decrease in their population size (58% in the last 25 years). They are now officially classed as
a species at risk of extinction. These join other well-known birds, such as the Cuckoo and Nightingale,
already on the red list, which migrate between the UK and sub-Saharan Africa each year. Work to address
their declines must focus on both their breeding grounds here and throughout the rest of their migratory
journey, which requires international cooperation and support. Unless we help them right now, in every
possible way, Swifts will vanish from the UK, and maybe from the World too. Luckily there are some easy
things you can do to help!
Swifts have shared our buildings ever since the Roman times when Swifts moved away from tree hole and
cliff-nesting and into our buildings. Nearly all now breed in eaves and gables, but they cannot use modern,
renovated or insulated buildings as these exclude them. Supplying nesting opportunities for swifts is one of
the biggest and easiest ways you can help, and Swansea needs an estimated 5000 nesting places in order for
them to survive long term. Luckily, unlike other house nesting species, swifts do not make a mess (no
droppings on your walls!), and the nests won’t need cleaning out. Swifts nest in colonies, so at least 3 but
ideally a lot more, per building are needed. The nests need to be at least 4.5m high with an unobstructed
flight path in (i.e. no trees nearby) and avoid placing above windows. Under shady eaves or north (NE-NW)
facing is best to avoid overheating, but nest bricks and the model 30 box below can go on sunny aspects.
If you are undertaking any roof or external wall renovations, please consider getting some swift nest bricks
installed as permanent secure features. If that isn’t possible, then attach swift boxes to your buildings. The
recommended and cheapest box is by John Stimpson - UPVC/Plywood Heat and Rain resistant Model 30,
£20.00 plus p&p - J.Stimpson1@btopenworld.com , or for more bespoke boxes check out - peakboxes.co.uk.
One of the reasons swifts are struggling is because when they are lost from an area or even a building, new
swifts often never return, even if suitable nests are present. This is where a bit of technology comes in to
speed up the process. If you don’t have swifts using your building and you are installing boxes/bricks, it is
recommended you set up a swift caller system to attract them in – these can be bought from Graham Fell for
around £22 - gfell01@hotmail.com.
Submit low-flying and nesting sightings between May and July to swiftmapper.org.uk.
Further details of the Swansea Swift Project will be shared when the project is up and running.
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Appendix 3 - Cardiff swift project maps
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Appendix 4 - Oxford swift city data analysis examples
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Appendix 5 - Oxford Swift Survey 2021 Survey Methodology

Location:
You have been allocated one or more 500m x 500m survey squares that is dominated by urban development
(buildings and streets). We are avoiding areas that include habitats that might be used by swifts for feeding, like
wetlands, rivers, canals or meadows.
When surveying, avoid areas where access is limited (e.g. large private properties with inaccessible grounds or blocks
of private gardens behind terraced housing).

Timings:
Time of year:
Surveys can be carried out from May until July. It would be fantastic if you could carry out at least two surveys per
month from May until July. If you’d like to do more than that feel free! Or if you’d like to try another square email us.
Time of Day:
Surveys should be carried out in the evening, during periods of peak low flying swift activity, usually between 7:30pm
and 10pm, timed to finish before dusk (see the page with Oxford Dusk Times).
Length of survey:
There is no set length of time for the survey but make sure you have covered the square thoroughly. Spend more time
in areas where you have already observed low flying parties, ‘bangers’ or ‘arcs’. In previous years, surveys took one
hour to complete on average, though this varies depending on the number of roads in the square.
Conditions: Only carry out surveys in dry, still conditions.

Survey method
1. Plan the survey:
 Prior to the beginning of your surveys familiarise yourself with your survey square and plan your survey
route. This will help inform you of good vantage points along areas of interest (i.e. down a street, view to rear of
buildings).
2. Conduct the survey:
 When conducting a survey, you should aim to walk every street and public right of way in the survey square.
Walk your designated route within your survey square, pausing at chosen vantage points, or where you
encounter low flying swifts.
 When you see swifts, record these on the recording form. The form has two sections: one for low-flying
swifts and one for nesting swifts.
Low flying swifts form: Low-flying means flying within approximately 20m of the rooftops OR within 50m
of the ground. If you see swifts flying >50m up, please do not record these.
Behaviours to look out for and note in comments sections:
 Screaming calls
 Arcs: As soon as a low flying party is seen, watch the flight path carefully and identify any
parts of a building (usually the lower edge of a roof/gable) where the party comes within 1-2
metres. This flying habit is called an arc. In the comments section, you can note which part of the
building the swifts fly close to (eg gable). If screaming birds continue low flying activity (within a
few minutes), continue watching to record a second arc.
 Bangers: Swifts without nests fly up to possible nest holes and ‘bang’ or touch the place with
their wings. They are investigating the availability of nest places. Sometimes they do this alone
and sometimes a group of swifts will fly past and several of them will bang. If the nest is occupied
they will be seen off with loud screams from the residents.
Nesting swifts form:
For the nesting swifts form, please record swifts entering or leaving the nest holes.
 Accurately record the locations of sightings on your map including the house number or name in the
case of nests. Mark them so that you can connect them to the records in your entry form. You do not need to fill
in the details on cloud, temperature, wind etc. You will use these maps when entering your data, and to inform
you of locations to revisit. Sightings of arcs and bangers are important to revisit as these may be near the
locations of nesting swifts.
 If any parts of the square were not covered during your visit please record this on your map and make sure to
survey this on the next visit if possible.
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3. Enter your data:
 When at home, enter your records online in the RSPB Swift Mapper database. Using your survey form
and map. You can find the webpage by searching online for RSPB Swift Mapper or following this link:
https://www.swiftmapper.org.uk/
 In the Keywords section, please write ‘OXSC’ as this will allow us to identify the data.
 In the case of a nest site, please write the address of the property in the Comments section.
 You do not need to post your forms or maps back to us.
 If you are unable to enter data online, please take a photo or scan of the recording form and map and email it
to OxfordSwiftCity@rspb.org.uk . If this is not possible, contact us to request an address to post it to.
4. Record your volunteer hours and null records:
 We will provide you with a link to a form to record your volunteer hours (dates and times) and to tell
us how your survey went. Please include in your volunteer hours the time spent preparing for the survey,
travelling, conducting the survey and entering data. We advise you to do this immediately after you enter the
records online (or after conducting the survey if no swifts were seen). Please feel free to embellish these forms
with details of interesting or spectacular sightings, or email us photos (if you consent to us using them, please
state this).
If you see swifts outside of dedicated survey time or outside of your survey square, please record these on the
website but do not put ‘OXSC’ in the keywords box. Please include time doing this in the volunteer hours you send to
us.

Your safety:
Your safety is of utmost importance. Keep informed of the latest government’s COVID-19 rules as the season
progresses and follow them when conducting the survey. We will provide advice on this at the time.
If possible, carry out surveys with someone else. Where this is not possible, ensure that someone knows where you
are, when you will be returning and what to do if you do not return within an agreed period of time. Carry a charged
mobile phone and wear light clothing and reflectors. If at any time you feel unsafe during the survey, abandon it
immediately and take steps to make yourself safe. Do not survey after dark.

Privacy of others:
Swifts are likely to be nesting or flying around private properties. Please use your discretion when carrying out your
surveys and avoid any behaviour that could be seen as intruding on people’s privacy. Do not use binoculars! Do preemptively speak to people about what you are doing and why. If the audience is interested then give the group’s
contact details.

If you have any queries, please contact us:
Email: OxfordSwiftCity@rspb.org.uk
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Appendix 6 - Swift youtube education / training videos
Edinburgh local swift group – lots of good videos on here, training etc - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_h5QGkJTzCNyR3HqsCpO9A/videos
Oxford Swift City channel – good training with videos of behaviours - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrWtuRYhIkyRwKW_jh5C3kA
Swift Conservation talk: A Vision of Urban Biodiversity w/ Edward Mayer | North Wales Wildlife Trust - https://youtu.be/8xxPqkJzR_A?t=394
RSPB Swiftmapper 60 second vid - https://youtu.be/xvywR4OtSJs
Making Edinburgh a Swift Sanctuary 2 min vid - https://youtu.be/oUWIoxA9z1Y
Awesome slow motion in flight swift video playlist - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLI3e5py4UWQQreyU4F8i4X3iwyHPwyCGo

